I wanted to begin this week’s Nutshell with a huge and heartfelt

to everyone across both sites who supported our Harvest Collection in support of Caterham
Food Bank. The amount of food and toiletries collected in just one day was tremendous and
demonstrated the power of the school community rallying together, in difficult and testing
times, in support of others for whom the pandemic is proving particularly challenging. On the
main school site, Mrs Georgiou had to enlist the help of two other HPA helpers and a school
mini bus to transport the bags off site for sorting. I am sure the Food Bank will be
overwhelmed and delighted by your generosity. I know your donations will be gratefully
received by those families most in need.
The collection was our way of celebrating Harvest this year. In the absence of being able to
gather together and to sing, it seemed like the most fitting and appropriate way to
acknowledge both what we are lucky enough to have but also what others struggle to
provide. The children in Chestnut have lent their ‘silent voices’ to the Harvest celebration
too. Not wanting Harvest to pass without a song, Mrs Haydock and the staff of Years 1 and
2, have been learning British Sign Language to a favourite Harvest Song. Through the
socially-distanced powers of the Nutshell, they are pleased to share it with the school
community. Simply click on the link below. I challenge you not to be moved by the
innocence and charm with which the children perform. It is a moment of magic and pure joy!
Thank you and well done to the children and staff of Chestnut.

Chestnut Harvest
The Chestnut Building was also where, during the early and middle parts of the week, the
children of Year 2 were given cameras and the opportunity to capture on film their week.
Entirely through their own eyes without any steer or guidance from their teachers, it was
designed as a way of capturing the joy and the happiness that the children are feeling being
back together with their friends. The pictures and quotes below are taken from Chase’s
picture diary. Whilst in their tight class and year group bubbles, observing the requirement
to wash hands and sanitise, Chase and his friends are finding plenty of opportunity to have
fun whilst they play and learn. Proof indeed that if you pause and ‘look up’ there is lots of
good to see even in this unsettled and challenging world.
'I've liked making new friends and playing different games, like making dens'
'I like having my own tray with pencils and things on my table'
'I am really proud of my reading. I’ve gone up 3 levels already this year'

A Day in the Life of Chase, Year 2….

'We eat in a different room now
which is fun but a bit noisy when
everyone is chatting!'

It was also the week in which
we celebrated with our Year
8 pupils and particularly
those who have been asked
to assume positions of
responsibility for the Autumn
Term.
There may be
restrictions on some of our
normal school practices, but
we still require our oldest
pupils to be ambassadors
and set positive examples.
These
positions
of
responsibility are just one of
the ways in which they can
do this. They may need to
think more cleverly about
how they do this but already
we have examples of them
doing just that. Amélie has
submitted an impressive
proposal as to how the
School can best celebrate
Christmas and the Sports
Leaders have created and
held coaching and warm up
sessions for the younger
year groups (see later in the
Nutshell).
The children
gathered with staff for their
first Prefects’ Breakfast on
Tuesday at which their ideas
were
encouraged
and
discussed. Well done and
Good Luck to our appointed
Prefects and Ambassadors.

My children came home today chattering nonstop in the car about the fun they had
during sport today. I realised that they’ve been like it most sports days this term!
I just wanted to let you know how much they are enjoying playing mixed ability teams
with their friends, having lots of tournaments, teachers joining in, more time playing,
less time changing and driving to schools and generally having lots of fun!
So thank you so much, you are doing an awesome job!
“I wanted to pass on our gratitude for the fantastic work and effort you and all the staff
have put in to make the school such a wonderful and normal place for them to return to.
My children go into school everyday excited and come out full of all the excitements and
fabulous tales of all the things they have been up to during that day. Being with their
friends again is amazing for them!
Thank you again and please know that the work and effort each of your staff has put in
is remarkable and we are eternally grateful that they are at such a kind and wonderful
school.”

“We are grateful for all the meticulously detailed documents sent to prepare both parents
and children for the new routine in school and appreciate the enormous amount of work
that went into assessing risks and putting in proportionate control measures.
We have seen such a positive impact already in our children's behaviour both showing
more enthusiasm, concentration, confidence and independence.”

“I love the idea of “looking up” and couldn’t agree more with the sentiment in today’s
world. We all need to look beyond and not stop or pause but find new ways.
Thanks for the positivity and all the hard work you all do to make every school day
unique.”
And finally, well done
and thank you to the
staff of Skylarks for
spreading more JOY
this week.
At a
special Goldilocks and
the Three Bears Picnic
snack-time,
the
children
were
surprised to find their
room ransacked with
tipped over chairs and
spilt porridge.
A
tearful
Goldilocks
needed their help to
solve the mystery of
the mischievous three
bears!

News from The Nursery & Early Years
It has been wonderful to walk the site this week in my ‘Tiger Visor’ to see the children (and
them me) enjoying all of the activities on offer in the rooms. They are engaged, happy and
the interaction between them and the staff is just fabulous to see. One little boy in Upper
Robins this week has really taken to the transport theme and told me each morning about
different types of transport on his way into Nursery. It really is lovely to see all of the children
each morning, excited and ready for the day!
Please do read on and see what each of the rooms have been up to this week and watch
out for Goldilocks and the Three Bears!

We have been exploring the Autumn weather this week in Fledglings 1! The children have
been exploring conkers in paint as well as using leaves and pinecones to create different
and interesting marks. Unfortunately, our Autumn walk has been postponed until next week
due to the awful weather on Thursday, but the children have enjoyed being under cover in
the garden to listen to the wind and rain!
Fledglings 2 have had another incredible week! Continuing on from last week’s theme of
'Elmer', the children have enjoyed further exploring colours and elephants! We have been
busy making pasta bracelets and sorting colours with coloured tubes and straws! The
children have also been enjoying the fresh air in the garden this week as well dancing at
song time! We have also been looking at 'big' and 'small' elephants and creating lovely
pieces of art work by gluing the elephant pictures onto paper!

This week in Robins we have enjoyed looking at different bugs, the children have
loved going on a bug hunt in the forest school area, they found lots of creepy crawlies!.
While doing this we also had a visit from a little friend, ‘Mr Robin’, the children made sure
that they were extra quiet so not to scare him away. The children have also enjoyed making
symmetrical butterflies using lots of different colours. We have also practised our making
marking skills by using bug stencils and printing spiders using cardboard tubes.

We continued our theme on different modes of Transport this week in the Upper Robins'
room as this had really sparked the children's imagination. They played imaginatively
alongside each other at the Space 'small world' table, demonstrating great descriptive
language. We practised our pencil control as we traced over dotted lines, tried to manoeuvre
the remote controlled cars using the controller effectively and then measured which small car
had travelled the farthest down the ramp. The children's numeracy skills were further
extended by counting objects aloud and then sequencing the numbered carriages,
passengers and windows correctly in order to complete their trains, buses and rockets
respectively. The Upper Robins' children then showed their ever-increasing curiosity in the
world around them by matching vehicles to the appropriate area in which they travel,
whether it be air, land or sea.

Somebody's been sitting on OUR chairs - AND PUSHED THEM ALL OVER! Continuing
from last week's theme, the staff 'upped the ante' with Wednesday's teddy bear's snack-time
picnic, and some of the staff dressed as characters from the story, which the Skylarks found
particularly amusing! Teddy bear toast has been another favourite activity, with the children
practicing self-care skills by spreading on their toppings. In addition, we have explored
different textures with our 'porridge pictures' and height comparison has enabled us to
further investigate the concept of size, as we measured how tall Daddy, Mummy and baby
bear are - some of us think they will grow this year, while others are unconvinced!

This week Oak have been enjoying some outdoor learning opportunities. We have been
learning about crops and have made our own mini fields. The children each had a plastic tub
which they filled with compost from the vegetable patch. Then, they planted cress and rocket
seeds
in
rows
just
like
a
farmer
would
plant
his
crops.
The children also enjoyed using the vegetable patch to plant some vegetable numbers. They
had to pick the vegetables and replant them in the correct order.
We have also been excited to watch Paulo build our new mud kitchen! The children were
trying to guess what it was going to be. They thought it might be a stage, a spaceship or a
climbing wall to start with but, once they saw the new sink, correctly guessed it was a new
kitchen area. We cannot wait to start mixing mud, conkers, acorns and leaves to make some
Autumn pies!

This week’s Oak WORK OF THE
WEEK Award goes to Clara for
fabulous pattern work, using 6
different colours to make a
repeating pattern and Seren for
super maths work, counting her
sheep and adding one more to the
pen.
Through the eyes of the children:
We have recently purchased some child
friendly digital cameras for Skylarks and
Oak (still awaiting delivery for the Oak
consignment). The following photos were
taken by the children themselves and are
unedited. They were given the title: What
can be seen from 3ft off the ground?

Nature Club this week saw
us start the session in the
sunshine, the clouds then
rolled in and the heavens
opened, before we were
greeted by a beautiful
rainbow as we walked back
to the main building at the
end. The children worked as
a team to find a variety of
different coloured leaves
and discussing how Autumn
was here. They used these
leaves to create their own
Autumn tress.

News from Hazelwood

On Friday the School took part in #HelloYellow in order to
raise awareness for World Mental Health Day. The mental
health of our pupils and staff continues to be a top priority and
it was wonderful to see so many of them wearing a yellow
item - socks, belt, tie, hair clips, bobble - to acknowledge the
day. Pupils were asked to bring in £1 and with the money
going to Young Minds, a charity that tackles mental health in
children. There was a special assembly by Elisa, Amélie,
Esme and Theo and material to chat through in Form Times.
The sun even put in an appearance in the morning, bathing
the whole site in a mellow yellow light!

Sports Leaders take charge
This week during Wednesday games Sports Leaders Isla M and Grace S lead a warm up
with the Year 6 girls before their Hockey lesson and William B with assistance from Alex W
ran a football coaching session for the Year 5 girls in the Sports Hall. The focus was passing
and dribbling and then a small 1v1 game with the focus on pressing and tackling.

Will, Isla and Grace were made Sports Leaders for their sporting achievements and
contribution to Sport at Hazelwood. Last year, William was top scorer for First Xi football
team. He also plays for East Grinstead Meads and Sussex Storm Basketball. Grace is a key
player for the school netball and hockey teams and a member of the school swimming team
while Isla is a talented footballer who plays for the Prep School Lions and Crawley Wasps as
well as being a good all round sports player.
With the disruption to the usual sports fixtures, the trio have been developing the coaching
skills. The feedback from Mrs Housego and Miss Dancy who watched the sessions was
really positive, with the instructions being clear and the coaching showing clear progression
in skills. The Sports Leaders will be providing further coaching sessions after the half term
break.
Well done Isla, Grace and William. A great start to your coaching careers!

Mr Jarvis

In
Chestnut,
the
children have been
learning about GRIT
and how they can
apply the different
Hazelwood Habits to
their daily lives here at
school and at home.
They have a different
animal which shares
the characteristics of
each habit to make
GRIT a bit more
relatable for Years 1
and 2. After some
amazing discussions,
the
children
have
coloured in their own
posters and added
examples of how they
can show, and have
already
been
showing GRIT. Great
work Chestnut!

The Power of Description
Mrs Steel was really impressed with her Year 6 English set this week. Given the challenge
to take an opening sentence and to finish the story using wonderful adjectives, fabulous
imagery and considered sentence control, the children excelled themselves. Mrs Steel
picked out two examples, from many excellent pieces of work, that demonstrate the skill and
the contrasting styles and powers of story-telling. Well done to everyone.

Hidden in the darkness, a mysterious shape lurked in the corner...Suddenly, the thing
moved and lumbered into the daylight. With brown fur as soft as silk, the baby bear opened
his eyes for the first time, studying his surrounding in the sun-filled woods. Huge, with a
blanket of green that covered the land, a canopy of tall spindly trees stretched up to the sky
as if trying to touch the underbelly of the fluffy, white clouds.

Cool, damp air tickled his face as the breeze went on its way. Overwhelmed by the beauty
of it all, the bear lifted up a shaking paw to a thick beech tree and touched the rough bark.
Lazily, a colourful butterfly fluttered past, followed by another which had such bright wings
that baby bears acorn eyes go funny as they went through a thicket of trees. Hastily, putting
one tentative paw in front of the other, he followed and what he saw made his sense jump
with excitement.
Green burst out of every nook and cranny of the wide spaces. Minute flowers looked more
like pieces of grass dancing in the wind. Fat, potato-like bushes filled the edges of the
clearing. Towering above all the bushes and flowers were the trees casting shadows that
might have been made by giants on the squishy, grass-filled ground.
Turning round, the baby bear saw an old log; it looked weathered and beaten, but thick
sweet, green moss covered it so it was almost indiscernible among the bushes. Lifting his
small head, he saw birds flying high above him, singing to each other as they passed. The
day was good.
Esther

Hidden in the darkness, a mysterious shape lurked in the corner... Slowly, creeping
closer. Closer. Darkness, engulfed everything as the moon took over the sky, pushing the
beautiful sunset colours away. Suddenly, everything came alive; shadows crept out of the
petrifying silhouettes of the towering trees which were as dark as space. Titanic raindrops
came tumbling down like a bomb raid and with every drop that hit a leaf, music echoed that
was 10 times too loud.
Amid the nightmare, behind the trees, the shape let out a howl of satisfaction which shook
the ground like an earthquake. Slowly, its eyes lit up with bright lights illuminating a path to
catch its next victim. Ripping up the ground beneath it, all the nocturnal creatures scattered;
birds flew in all directions as it flattened the fresh grass and trampled the ants’ carefully
crafted mound of maze-like tunnels. Hurrying badgers scattered back to their safe burrows
and the squirrels dropped their nuts and ran.
Amongst the chaos, the shape stormed on, not stopping to let a rabbit cross its path or
glancing around to see the carnage it had caused. Its only goal was to finish what it had
started. Muffled screams and voices were coming from the terrorising object as it snaked its
way around an obstacle course of trees and ferns.

Pushing its way through the darkness, the morning sunrise colours splattered their way
through the darkness. Suddenly, it raced off like a bullet into the horizon as the first signs of
splotches of light peeked through the trees. Before anything could catch a glimpse of it, it
was gone in the blink of an eye.

Congratulations to Mrs Nash and Mr Moses who both completed the ‘virtual London
Marathon’ at the weekend. Battling difficult running conditions, the Year 4 teachers came
home in an admirable, but soggy 5hrs and 29 minutes and 4hrs 34 minutes respectively.
Mrs Nash was running in support of Barnardos. Donations can still be made (and will be
gratefully received) by following https://uk.virginmoneygiving.com/Eloiseandmatt

Year 1 learn a valuable lesson with rain on the way!
Finding out which materials were waterproof was the objective in Year One's Science lesson
this week. The children had a go at predicting first and discussed how to make the test
fair. Then, working with a partner using spray bottles and a pretend person they tested the
materials, trying to resist the temptation of spraying each other!

Year 3 rise to Mr MacDougall’s Outdoor and Mathematical Challenges
3M ventured down to the tree house on Monday and enjoyed their first experience with the
new outdoor play equipment. They impressed with their ability to communicate and use their
problem solving skills to complete the tricky challenges set by Mr MacDougall.

Mr Mac's maths group have been working on column addition and subtraction and this
morning were challenged to a very tricky problem. Armed only with mats to cross a vast sea
of lava, they had to find islands on which they found a variety of column related maths
problems. The first team to cross were the winners! They all worked very well together and
there were plenty of laughs, mathematics and enjoyment had by all.

Interhouse Sports Competition under starters’ orders
The Sports Department were delighted with the way in which the Upper School threw
themselves into the Interhouse Sports Competitions with grit and determination. Starved,
perhaps, of competitive matches against other schools, the children channeled their energy
and desire to win into a range of different sports. With more to come, the result is far from
certain. Everything is to play for!

Le saviez-vous? Faits intéressants pour le week-end
Having spun the Wheel of Europe, Madame le Floch was pleased with the in-depth research
carried out by the children of Year 6 on the various countries that they were awarded as part
of last week’s Modern Language Day celebrations. She thought it useful to share some with
The Nutshell so that everyone could learn something new over the weekend!

More examples of Year 6 creative writing, this time from Mrs MacDougall’s class….
The Thing by Bella T
Hidden in the darkness, a mysterious shape lurked in the corner, ready. Ready... It felt
like ice-cold water running through my veins, and a brain-freeze icier than any part of the
North Pole. Whoever was there, whatever was there, I saw the skin of their hand, like hot
gravelly rubber, scrape across the ancient wooden table as it hurried passed me. ‘It’ spread
its horrific scent as it wandered on by. Suddenly, ‘it’ let out an ear piercing yelp, stopping and
turning.
Rapidly, it (whatever it was) dropped dead, twisting and turning on the burning iron floor,
scorching its frail feet. Still then, it did not move. It was as still as a statue. Slow and steady,
carefully and curiously, something shuffled nearer, crawling along the rusty, metal floor.
Swiftly, making the sound of the flag in the wind, it made its move. “Bam! Boom! Bang!”
Strange sounds came from all over the place, what was going on?

Like a dancing Jack, the thing
dashed around the room,
knocking down objects in its
way, from minute to enormous.
Down: vases, shelves and
even the door was ripped off its
hinges. Whatever was out
there, it must be huge.
Creeping from my hiding spot, I
trudged through the dark,
depressed grass and mudcovered garden.
Like a dancing Jack, the thing dashed around the room, knocking down objects in its way,
from minute to enormous. Down: vases, shelves and even the door was ripped off its hinges.
Whatever was out there, it must be huge. Creeping from my hiding spot, I trudged through
the dark, depressed grass and mud-covered garden. In a blink of an eye, the ‘thing’ rushed
past me, leaving behind a great, monstrous footprint. It was a giant… YETI’S FOOT! I
couldn’t believe my eyes, and at that moment a colossal fluff-covered, white-as-snow, teddy
bear shape stepped out of nowhere…
The Shadow by Lucy A
Cloaked in darkness, a mysterious shadow lurked in the corner, swimming through a pool of
bleak air, pressing malevolently against the walls. It was silent. A bewitching, twisting shape
spread across the expanse of the piercing walls of the musty room. Terrifyingly confident, it
crept across the walls, never leaving the safety and protection of them. The gentle breeze
whispered through the window, making the creature quiver like a leaf in a storm, like a fearful
child, as if it were afraid to escape the dark margin of the room.
It jerked upwards. Casting a dismal shadow across the dusty floorboards, illuminating itself
by the light of the slither of moon as it crept sluggishly across the sleeping sky. The sound of
distant thunder rang through the figure and across the expanse of ruthless, concrete coated
floor. Suddenly, there was a creak as its rusty bones propelled it forward like a vulture
searching for its prey, slowly and effectively. It lurched towards the window.
Inching forward, its fear palpable, it climbed up and onto the weak windowpane, balancing
steadily yet shakily. It disappeared.

Notice Board
Communication sent home this week
Dear Parents
The following communications have been sent out as detailed below and are available to
view on the Parent Information Portal (PIP):
PIP (Parent Information Portal) Access Link
https://3sys.hazelwoodschool.com/schoolPORTAL
SOCS Calendar
http://calendar.hazelwoodschool.co.uk/week.aspx?ID=25213
CALENDAR WEEK 7
Events listed are correct at time of publication - please check the online School Calendar as
this is a live working document
Date Day
12 Oct Mon
14-Oct Wed
15-Oct Thu
16-Oct Fri
16-Oct Fri
16-Oct Fri
HALF TERM

Start End Event
13:30 16:00 Year 4 Volcanic Science Afternoon
08:15 08:55 Year 8 Vocal Ensemble Rehearsal
08:15 08:55 Year 6 Vocal Ensemble Rehearsal
All Day
Oak Farm Fun Day
08:00 16:00 Year 3 Greek Day
08:15 08:55 Year 5 Band Rehearsal

LETTERS
Years 1-8 - Update Letter from the Head (dated and emailed 2/10/20)
Year 3 - Greek Day
REMINDERS/NOTICES
WORLD MENTAL HEALTH DAY
A reminder that tomorrow, Friday, 9th October we will be celebrating #HelloYellow in order to
raise awareness for World Mental Health Day. The mental health of our pupils and staff
continues to be of the utmost importance and it would be wonderful to see the pupils wearing
a yellow item - socks, belt, tie, hair clips, bobble - to acknowledge the day. We would ask
that pupils bring in £1 as a donation and there will be marked buckets in place on the day for
them to drop their coins into as they arrive at school. All donations will go to Young Minds, a
charity that supports mental health in children and young people
Year 8 - CE French Revision Resources Information - closing date for orders 12 October
Years 1-8 ISC PARENT SURVEY - Closing Date 12 October
Year 6 - Caterham School Meeting with the Head Invitation (Sign up is required prior to the
meeting, being held at 8pm on Monday, 12 October)
Music and LAMDA Weekly Timetables are uploaded to PIP every Friday.
The Staff Contact list is available on the School Website/Parents’ Section.
Late Room Contact Information for out of hours (the School Office closes at 5pm)
Years 1 & 2 - 07733 073057
Years 3-5 - 07827 687874
Years 6-8 - 07444 723032
Bus Services - Cherry - 07901 377692 or Amanda - 07553181085
RETURN TO SCHOOL PROTOCOL PHASE 4 & FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
Please refer to these documents, published on 19 August and available on PIP, for any
current information regarding your child’s return to school. The current updated Risk
Assessment document is also available to view on the School website.

TEMPERATURE CHECKING
A reminder that, as included in The Return to School Parent Agreement, parents must
monitor and check their child’s temperature before leaving to come to school each day.
GAMES/PE LESSONS REMINDER
YEARS 3 & 4 - Tuesday and Thursday - arrive at school in full kit. Shin pads, football boots
and a mouth guard for hockey should be brought to school in a boot bag, all will be stored in
Form rooms. Girls please bring football boots if they have them.
YEARS 5 & 6 - Monday and Wednesday - arrive at school in full kit. Shin pads, football boots
and a mouth guard for hockey should be brought to school in a boot bag, all will be stored in
Form rooms. Friday - trainers only, change in classroom before the lesson. Girls please
bring football boots if they have them.
YEARS 7 & 8 - Monday - trainers only, change in classroom before the lesson.
Wednesday and Friday - arrive at school in full kit. Shin pads, football boots and a mouth
guard for hockey should be brought in a boot bag, all will be stored in Form rooms. Girls
please bring football boots if they have them.
YEARS 3-8 GAMES KIT
Full tracksuit, with blue top and shorts/skort underneath. Long blue and pink
socks. Hoodies can be worn under tracksuit top, if the children have one.
WALKING HOME YEARS 6-8
A reminder that we require written permission from parents if they wish their child to walk
home from school and, therefore, would ask that you email Mrs Powell in the School Office
on aa@hazelwoodschool.com. Please give details of the days your child will be walking
home, whether they will have a mobile and if this will continue once the days are
shorter. Please note that if your child does have a mobile phone this must be locked and
handed to their Form Tutor on arrival in school, to be kept safely until the end of the school
day. At the end of the day the appropriate member of staff must be informed that the pupil is
leaving the school site and the phone collected.
OFF GAMES/PE
Pupils in Years 3-8 who are off Games/PE are expected to remain on site and will
accompany their group to watch lessons. The general expectation is that in most
circumstances, pupils who are well enough to be at school are also well enough to
participate in the full day. Mrs Varcoe, our School Nurse, is on site should a child need to be
assessed and go home.
ABSENCE REQUESTS
All absence requests for medical and other appointments (for those that cannot be made out
of school hours) and senior school visits, should be made using
https://forms.gle/aHUCmSwhYAihfgPF6 or the hard copy Absence Request form, which the
School Office can email to you upon request.

